Approximate Personal Expenses\textsuperscript{1}

Transportation

1. Air transportation (round trip BGI-SJU) \hspace{1cm} $500.00
   
2. Ground transportation (from the airport to the UPRH, round trip) \hspace{1cm} \text{--------- by UPRH}
   
3. Individual – ground\textsuperscript{2} \hspace{1cm} \text{---------}

Medical Insurance (obligatory) – see link of Medical Insurance of Free Selection under the Costs section

Other Expenses per semester (obligatory)

1. Student’s ID \hspace{1cm} 5.00
2. Construction Fee \hspace{1cm} 47.00
3. Technology Fee \hspace{1cm} 25.00

Accommodations\textsuperscript{3}

1. Monthly rent \hspace{1cm} 250.00
2. Maintenance per semester \hspace{1cm} 150.00

\textsuperscript{1} Estimates by April 2008.

\textsuperscript{2} By individual transportation it’s understood that of pedestrian crossing or vehicular traffic in Puerto Rico. The student’s accommodations will always be near the UPRH campus, so it won’t implicate any additional charges. The students vehicle transportation at Humacao or within the Island will depend on: (1) there will be no charge on the tours sponsored by the UPRH, or (2) the exchange student could make the necessary private transportation arrangements to regional commercial areas or tourist areas in Puerto Rico, in accordance with his/her particular budget.

\textsuperscript{3} Depending on the Application’s date, the number of students and the renting offerings in the market, the UPRH will try to have furnished spaces for the term of the exchange.
Utilities (in the rented accommodations)\textsuperscript{4}

1. Water 25.00
2. Electricity 25.00
3. Cable TV and Internet Individual

Food Expenses

1. Monthly per diem\textsuperscript{5} 400.00
2. Monthly individual leisure expenses\textsuperscript{6} 40.00

\textsuperscript{4} The utilities’ ordinary charges in a communal accommodation will depend in the market price fluctuations for these obligations and also of many particular factors. The above charges represent only a generic view for 2008 of the particular cost in a boarding house of four (4) students (communal), so it’s required to consult periodically these expenses.

\textsuperscript{5} Minimum calculated for the exchange student who wants to pay for his/her breakfast, lunch and meal at regional private establishments. The student will find more economy if he/she buys and prepares his/her own food at the boarding house.

\textsuperscript{6} It is understood that the cultural or recreation activities offered by the host country will be part of the exchange student’s co-curricular experiences.